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Introduction



Agenda



Evolution of AI



Short history of AI milestones

1997

IBM’s Deep Blue beats chess 
champion Gary Kasparov

2000

Honda’s ASIMO robot displays 
incredible human-like action

2011

IBM’s Watson defeats former 
Jeopardy champions

2016

Google DeepMind’s AlphaGo 
defeats Go champion Lee Sedol

2020

OpenAI’s GPT-3 exhibits language 
capabilities nearly indistinguishable 

from humans’

Increasing AI commoditization (APIs)



Trends in AI value 
and applications



AI deployment 
challenges



Why enterprise AI efforts are failing



Why enterprise AI efforts are failing

Notable examples6

• Race and gender bias 
in job recruitment 
software

• Race bias in online 
ads

• Race bias in facial 
recognition software



AI bias in depth



Why enterprise AI efforts are failing



Why enterprise AI efforts are failing

Deployed system AI model development Data collection

• Unfair
• Inaccurate
• Non-competitive, non-

trustworthy solutions

• No explainability
• No governance
• No multi-disciplinary 

involvement

• Careless data collection
• Biased data
• Insufficient data



Humanizing AI



Improving the AI lifecycle with MLOps

Data collection Data analysis

ML system 
deployment

Data validation
Data 

preparation

ML system 
validation

Model 
evaluation

Model training

Raw data Proposed
data

Validated
data

Official
datasets

ModelsKPIsValidated
system

(containers)

Performance
metrics

Data fixesData needs

Various feedback targets



Improve MLOps to enable 
“humanization”

MLOpsProduct research
Visualization researcher

HCI (human computer
interaction) researcher

Engineers



Visualization research

Example 
Solutions

Details Humanization

Latent space 
(compressed 
dimension) data 
exploration

Need new ways to 
intuitively visualize 
distinct data 
groupings and 
relationships 
among them8

Helps stakeholders 
w/ little domain 
knowledge assess 
semantic data 
features

Data subgroup 
performance 
analysis

Identification and 
vis. of subgroups 
for comparative AI 
perf. analysis; needs 
collaboration with 
data scientists9

Helps reduce bias 
in deployed 
models; helps non-
tech stakeholders 
participate in bias 
detection



Visualization 
research



HCI research
Example 
Solutions

Details Humanization

Decision and 
structure –based AI 
model explainability

Need new ways to 
express decision 
rationale using 
causality and natural 
language techniques 
(where possible); 
needs collaboration 
w/ ML engineers

Helps non-tech 
MLOps stakeholders 
participate in model 
evaluation; increases 
trust and 
engagement among 
end-users

Opensource 
frameworks for 
MLOps

Need new policy 
languages to express 
automation and 
governance rules to 
make MLOps easier 
to use; collaboration 
with ML engineers

Innovates and 
simplifies 
frameworks for 
expressing and 
enforcing AI ethics



HCI (and product) research

Explainability 
interface frameworkCausality 

(human)
Explainability 

(machine)

Metrics of explainability 
(hard, open research)

• “Goodness” of 
explanations

• “Satisfaction” of the 
user

• “Understandability”
• “Trust”

Potential techniques

• Integrate AI 
explanations with 
knowledge graphs to 
express “evidence” 
of decisions

• Augment training 
data w/ meaningful 
human 
explanations11

Feature-based decision explanation10



Summary



Thank You
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